
Fave FB Posts 
• • • 

I try to remain active in 

Facebook and offer both 

advice to new writers and 

encouragement to those 

who need it.  However, 

sometimes, I can’t help but 

offer some humor when the 

right question comes along: 

Question:  Do you guys use 

any kind of psychedelics to 

inspire yourself? 

My Answer: Use them? I 

thrive on them! Inspiration, 

Motivation, Imagination, 

Dedication, Determination, 

Conceptualization... Mix 

them up with a bit of 

passion and it’s like a brain 

candy cocktail poured 

directly into my head by a 

personal muse! Hit me 

again! Adventure awaits! 

Woohoo! 

Newsletter Begins  
Time to join the world  

Since returning to the writing 

world, I’ve been taking on 

more projects and my books 

have been slowly taking 

shape.  As of today, I am 

working on four different 

books.  One is a revision 

(Ripples of Mind) One is a 

new series (Bob’s Job) and one 

is a rewrite from the very 

beginning.  (The Orb).  The 

last one?  That’s the latest in 

The Cat Rule Chronicles.  This 

one is:  Reflections in 

Darkness.  I want it out by 

January, but with all I have on 

my plate, I’m not 100% sure it 

is doable.  I’ll do my best. 

In the meantime, I am trying 

to come up with a good 

tracking method for all my 

projects.  Aside from books, 

I’m working on a few things 

at once:  Getting a monthly 

vlog done, Writing a blog, 

Posting daily pictures to 

Instagram, Keeping active 

on Facebook, Illustrating my 

books, Working on cover 

designs and working on 

trailers for each novel I put 

out.  (You know, just a few 

things here and there.)  I 

hope everyone who follows 

enjoys my progress reports.  

I’ll also add some of my 

Instagram photos to the 

monthly newsletter as well 

as a few illustration 

thumbnails and, when 

available, links to the vids I 

post.  None of me, of course.  

I’m way too camera shy for 

that.  Instead, there will be 

comic versions or silhouettes 

I use.  You’re welcome. 😊 

 

As of today, I am working on four different books. 
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Previously: 
What did I do? 

I have recently completed the 

revision to Linked, book one 

in my series The Cat Rule 

Chronicles.  It was a great 

experience, going back and re-

visiting little Tommy and 

Snowy.  I also needed to take 

note of the mysterious dark 

figure who appeared 

throughout the book.  As is 

always the case, it isn’t who 

you may think it is.  

You may like the book as well 

because everyone likes 

thrillers with psychic kittens, 

crazed assassins and 

explosions. ☺ 

 

I am currently in book six:  

Reflections in Darkness and 

hope to have it complete and 

ready to publish by the New 

Year.  The second book in the 

series: Ripples of Mind is 

being edited at present and I 

intend to add illustrations, a 

new cover design and a trailer.  

It’s fun to create a video for 

the tales I share with the 

world.  ☺ 

 

I posted my latest comic Vlog 

describing what a Plotter and 

Pantser was.  Oddly enough, 

the ones who don’t know 

what they are tend to know 

what they mean almost at 

once. 

 

I also posted a video blog for 

my prior post on the latest 

trends of hate in the 

mainstream.  I miss Ghandi 

and MLK.  They had the right 

idea and weren’t afraid to 

speak it.  Hopefully my 

thoughts about it will help to 

promote the sharing of our 

joys rather than our discord. 

 

Well, that’s it for now.  Thank 

you for your time.  Until the 

next AZNL, Snoopy and I will 

continue creating worlds 

quietly and diligently.  ☺ 

 

Where am I? 

If you don’t know where to 

find my posts, feel free to 

check out these social media 

sites I frequent: 

Facebook 

Instagram 

YouTube 

 

https://www.facebook.com/aIexgzarate/
https://www.instagram.com/alexgzarate/
https://www.youtube.com/user/alexgzarate

